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General Information

Registration

• Time: Morning of May 12 (8:30-11:30)

Location: The lobby of AMSS South Building

• Time: Afternoon of May 12 (14:00-17:00), and May 13-15

Location: The front of Room N204 of AMSS South Building

Notes for participants

• Room S101 locates on the ground floor of Main Building, Zhongguancun Campus, Uni-
versity of Chinese Academy of Sciences.

• Room N202 and Room N204 locate on the second floor of AMSS South Building.

• Lunches and dinners are served at Wuke Restaurant.

• Wireless access (eduroam is also available):

1. Choose SSID: AMSS

2. Open a web browser and input any URL

3. Choose the user type: no.4

4. Enter your name and the conference ID: WATMM2019

Useful Telephone Numbers

Ambulance 120 Fire brigade 119

Police 110 Airport Beijing 86-10-6454 1111/6454 1100

Liaoning Int’l Hotel 86-10-6258 9999 Junma Int’l Hotel 86-10-8288 5858

Wuke Hotel 86-10-8264 9140 Bo Li 86-131 4133 3308

See a local map on the next page!
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Program

Sunday, May 12

Commemoration Session in Room S101 (Chair: Xiao-Shan Gao)

9:00-9:10 Speech by the director of AMSS

9:10-9:20 Biography of Wen-Tsün Wu – the Releasing Ceremony of the Collected Works of Wen-Tsün Wu

9:20-10:30 Speeches by invited guests

Wu’s Academic Contributions Session in Room S101 (Chair: Hongbo Li)

10:30-10:45 Jean-Paul Brasselet

On the Contribution of Wu Wen-Tsün to Algebraic Topology

10:45-11:00 Kee Yuen Lam

Wu Wen-Tsün’s Great Contributions to Topology

11:00-11:15 Banghe Li

Hilbert 15th Problem and Ritt-Wu Method

11:15-11:30 Xiao-Shan Gao

Wu Wen-Tsün and Mathematics Mechanization

11:30-11:45 Wenlin Li

Wu Wen-Tsün and History of Chinese Mathematics

11:45-12:15 Group Photo

12:20-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Open Forum: Peasonal Recollections of Master Wu Wen-Tsün in Room N204

(in Chinese language only)

14:00-15:00 Chinese Association for Artificial Intelligence Session

15:00-16:00 USTC Session (collector: Banghe Li)

16:00-17:00 Chinese Mathematics History Session (collector: Wenlin Li)

17:00-18:00 Mathematics Mechanization Session (collector: Zhuojun Liu)

18:00-20:00 Dinner at Wuke Restaurant
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Monday, May 13

Plenary Session 1 in Room N204 (Chair: Xiao-Shan Gao)

9:00-9:45 Jean-Paul Brasselet

The Wu Characteristic Classes: an Introduction

9:45-10:30 Sen Hu

On Wu Classes and Its Applications to Mathematical Physics

10:30-11:00 Group Photo and Tea Break

Plenary Session 2 in Room N204 (Chair: Shaoshi Chen)

11:00-11:45 Xiao-Shan Gao

Quantum Algorithms for Optimization over Finite Fields and Applications in Cryptanalysis

11:45-12:30 Peter J. Olver

Some New Results in Distance Geometry

12:30-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Invited Session 1 in Room N202 Invited Session 2 in Room N204

(Chair: Jean-Paul Brasselet ) (Chair: Shaoshi Chen)

14:00-14:30 Samuel Monnier Zhi-Wei Sun

Wu Chern-Simons Theories Problems and Results on Permutations

14:30-15:00 Marcelo J. Saia Qing-Hu Hou

The Wu Classes of Singular Varieties Indefinite Sum of P -Recursive Sequences and
Congruences

15:00-15:30 Hisham Sati Arthur L.B. Yang

Twisted Differential (Higher) Wu Structures
and Applications

Eulerian Polynomials and Interlacing Se-
quences

15:30-16:00 Alice K.M. Libardi Baoxuan Zhu

On Cobordism of Maps of Locally Orientable
Witt Spaces

Positivity Problems and Results from Combi-
natorial Sequences

16:00-16:30 Tea Break

Plenary Session 3 in Room N204 (Chair: Dongming Wang)

16:30-17:15 Peter Paule

Mechanical Modular Function Problem-Solving

17:15-18:00 Shaoshi Chen

Apparent Singularities of D-finite Systems

18:00-20:00 Banquet at Wuke Restaurant
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Tuesday, May 14

Plenary Session 4 in Room N204 (Chair: Hongbo Li)

9:00-9:45 David Hestenes

The Evolution and Design of Mathematics

9:45-10:30 Chee Yap

Mechanization of Mathematics: Growth of an Idea

10:30-11:00 Tea Break

Plenary Session 5 in Room N204 (Chair: Xiaohong Jia)

11:00-11:45 Jingzhong Zhang

Self-evident Automated Proving Based on Point Geometry from the Perspective of

Wu’s Method Identity

11:45-12:30 Falai Chen

A New Approach for Implicitization Using Moving Planes and Moving Quadrics

12:30-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Invited Session 3 in Room N202 Invited Session 4 in Room N204

(Chair: Wei Li) (Chair: Ke Ye)

14:00-14:30 Chaolu Temuer Zhiguo Liu

Applications of Wu’s Method in Symmetry
Problems of PDEs

On a New q-Partial Differential Equation

14:30-15:00 Guiqiong Xu Shenglong Hu

Mechanical Algorithms of Painlevé Integrable
Classification for Generalized Nonlinear Evo-
lution Equations

Best Nonnegative Rank-One Approximations
of Tensors

15:00-15:30 Wenyuan Wu Xinzhen Zhang

Error Estimation for Linear ODE and its Ap-
plications

SDP Relaxation Methods for Detecting P/P0-
Tensor

15:30-16:00 Zhi-Yong Zhang Jie Wang

New Bounds and Efficient Algorithm for S-
parse Difference Resultants

On the IRGA Conjecture

16:00-16:30 Tea Break

Plenary Session 6 in Room N204 (Chair: Falai Chen)

16:30-17:15 Chuanming Zong

Possible Computer Proofs for Two Famous Geometry Conjectures

17:15-18:00 Hongbo Li

Spin Decompositions of 3-Dimensional Projective Transformations

18:00-20:00 Dinner at Wuke Restaurant
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Wednesday, May 15

Plenary Session 7 in Room N204 (Chair: Wei Li)

9:00-9:45 James Freitag

Transcendence Results for Automorphic Functions

9:45-10:30 Alexey Ovchinnikov

Elimination of Unknowns in Systems of Algebraic Differential Equations and Parameter

Identifiability

10:30-11:00 Tea Break

Plenary Session 8 in Room N204 (Chair: Chunming Yuan)

11:00-11:45 George Labahn

Symbolic Summation on Rational Functions in Two and Three Variables

11:45-12:30 Franz Winkler

The Algebro-Geometric Method for Solving Algebraic Differential Equations

12:30-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Invited Session 5 in Room N202 Invited Session 6 in Room N204

(Chair: Chunming Yuan) (Chair: Jinsan Cheng)

14:00-14:30 Ligang Liu Yao Sun

Path Planning for Fabricating Frame Shapes
with Six-Axis Robotic Arm

Preimage Attacks on Round-reduced Keccak

14:30-15:00 Dong Yu Jinwang Liu

Open and Intelligent CNC System and its Ap-
plication

n-D Polynomial Matrix Equivalence

15:00-15:30 Li-Yong Shen Mingsheng Wang

Certified Curve Fitting and Trajectory Plan-
ning for CNC Machining with B-splines

Polynomials in Cryptography

15:30-16:00 Chong-Jun Li Chenqi Mou

Curve and Surface Fitting Based on the Non-
homogeneous Linear Differential System

Chordal Graphs in Triangular Decomposition
in Top-Down Style

16:00-16:30 Tea Break

Plenary Session 9 in Room N204 (Chair: Dingkang Wang)

16:30-17:15 Lihong Zhi

Isolating Singular Zeros of Polynomial Systems

17:15-18:00 Dongming Wang

Algorithmic Elimination Theory and Triangular Decomposition for Polynomial Systems

18:00-20:00 Dinner at Wuke Restaurant
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Thursday, May 16

Plenary Session 10 in Room N204 (Chair: Lihong Zhi)

9:00-9:45 Erich Kaltofen

Interpolation and Model Fitting With Outlier Detection: How Mathematics Mechanization

/Symbolic Computation Impacts Signal Processing/Learning

9:45-10:30 Mohab Safey El Din

On the Computation of Volumes of Semi-algebraic Sets

10:30-11:00 Tea Break

Plenary Session 11 in Room N204 (Chair: Jinsan Cheng)

11:00-11:45 Hoon Hong

Multivariate Hermite Interpolation via Explicit Groebner Basis

11:45-12:30 Mark Giesbrecht

Sparse Matrices, Smith Forms and Eigenvalues

12:30-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Invited Session 7 in Room N202 Invited Session 8 in Room N204

(Chair: Xiaohong Jia) (Chair: Dingkang Wang)

14:00-14:30 Xin Li Zhenyi Lu

S-Splines: A Simple Surface Solution for IGA
and CAD

Computer Aided Analysis for the Dynamical
Behavior of Lotka-Volterra Systems

14:30-15:00 Chungang Zhu Bo Yu

Curve and Surface Construction Based on the
Generalized Toric-Bernstein Basis Functions

TBA

15:00-15:30 Na Lei Yu Wang

Geometric View of Deep Learning A Special Homotopy Continuation Method
For A Class of Polynomial Systems

15:30-16:00 Zhouwang Yang Junyi Wen

Topology Maintained Structure Encoding Certified Numerical Real Root Isolation for Bi-
variate Polynomial Systems

16:00-16:30 Tea Break

Plenary Session 12 in Room N204 (Chair: Ruyong Feng)

16:30-17:15 Changgui Zhang

Algebraic Properties of q-Difference Operators and q-Summable Functions

17:15-18:00 Ziming Li

An Additive Decomposition for Logarithmic Functions

18:00-20:00 Dinner at Wuke Restaurant
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Friday, May 17

Plenary Session 13 in Room N204 (Chair: Ziming Li)

9:00-9:45 Stephan Watt

Feature Extraction from Legendre-Sobolev Approximations of Handwritten Characters

9:45-10:30 Ke Ye

How to Compare Objects of Different Dimensions?

10:30-11:00 Tea Break

Plenary Session 14 in Room N204 (Chair: Ke Ye)

11:00-11:45 Banghe Li

Hilbert 15th Problem and Ritt-Wu Method

11:45-12:30 Deepak Kapur

Groebner Bases: Universality, Parametricity and Orderings

12:30-14:00 Lunch at Wuke Restaurant

Invited Session 9 in Room N202 Invited Session 10 in Room N204

(Chair: Xiutao Feng) (Chair: Jinsan Cheng)

14:00-14:30 Yang Zhang Yufu Chen

Generalized Inverses of Ore Matrices and Ap-
plications

A Note on Finding Some Components of Pos-
itive Dimensional Ideals

14:30-15:00 Jing Yang Changbo Chen

A Novel Condition for Multiplicity Structure
of Univariate Polynomials

A Numerical Roadmap Algorithm for Smooth
Bounded Real Algebraic Surface

15:00-15:30 Yupeng Jiang Kai Jin

Weak Grain-like Structures On the Complexity for Computing the Topol-
ogy of an Algebraic Space Curve with Singu-
larities

15:30-16:00 Dmitry Shirokov Dong Lu

SVD and Hyperbolic SVD for Obtaining So-
lutions of SU(2) Yang-Mills Equations

Efficient Algorithms for Computing Paramet-
ric GCD

16:00-16:30 Tea Break

Plenary Session 15 in Room N204 (Chair: Zhuojun Liu)

16:30-17:15 Shuhong Gao

Efficient Fully Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

17:15-18:00 Yaotsu Chang

Algebraic Decoding of the Quadratic Residue Codes

18:00-20:00 Dinner at Wuke Restaurant
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Talk Abstracts

The Wu Characteristic Classes. An Introduction

Jean Paul Brasselet
Aix-Marseille University, France

In the first part of the talk, I will define and detail the (real) Wu characteristic classes, their
relations with other classes as well as their properties as it has been provided by Wu Wen-Tsün
himself. I will give some historical features, examples and applications of Wu classes. The
lecture will be also an introduction to the lectures given during the algebraic topology session, in
particular concerning applications to cobordism theory and mathematical physics. Applications
to cobordism theory are a join work with Alice K.M. Libardi, Eliris C. Rizziolli and Marcelo J.
Saia. In the second part, I will define the (complex) Wu characteristic classes and show that they
are the same as the Mather classes. That is a work by Jianyi Zhou, also proved by Xian Fang
Liu.

Algebraic Decoding of the Quadratic Residue Codes

Yao-tsu Chang and Chong-Dao Lee
Taiwan I-Shou University, China

Quadratic residues (QR) codes, introduced by Prange in 1958, are cyclic codes with code
rates not less than 1/2 and generally have large minimum distances, so that most of the known
QR codes are the best-known codes. Both the famous Hamming code of length 7 and the Golay
codes are QR codes. However, it is difficult to decode QR codes, and except for those of low
lengths, the decoders for QR codes appeared quite late. The first algebraic decoder of Golay code
of length 23 was proposed by Elia in 1987.

From 1990, Reed et al. published a series of papers about algebraic decoding of QR codes of
lengths 31, 41, 47, and 73. After that, the coding group of I-Shou University continued the QR
decoding study and developed decoders of lengths 71, 79, 89, 97, 103, and 113. Hence, all binary
QR codes of lengths not exceed 113 are decoded.

In this presentation, we give a brief review of decoding QR codes. It also includes the most
recent works done by I-Shou coding group which improve the decoding processes for the practical
hardware implementation.

A Numerical Roadmap Algorithm for Smooth Bounded Real Algebraic Surface

Changbo Chen
CIGIT, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

For a smooth bounded real algebraic surface in three-dimensional space, a roadmap of it is a
one-dimensional semi-algebraic subset of the surface whose intersection with each connected com-
ponent of the surface is nonempty and semi-algebraically connected. In this paper, we introduce
the notion of a numerical roadmap of a surface, which is a set of polygonal chains such that there
is a bijective map between the chains and the connected components of a given roadmap of the
surface. Moreover, the chains are ε-close to the connected components. We present an algorithm
to compute such a numerical roadmap through constructing a topological graph. The topological
graph also enables us to compute a more intrinsic connectivity graph of the roadmap, which is
important for applications such as finding a connected path between two points on the surface,
as well as grouping witness points of the surface into different connected components.

This is a joint work with Wenyuan Wu and Yong Feng.
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A New Approach for Implicitization using Moving Planes and Moving Quadrics

Falai Chen
University of Science and Technology of China, China

The method of moving surfaces is an effective approach to implicitize rational surfaces. How-
ever, the theortical investigation on the validity of the method only succeeds in the case of simple
base points under additional constraints. In this talk, we shall present a new approach to prove
the validity of surface implicitization using moving planes and moving quadrics, under the condi-
tion that the rational surface contains no base point or base points of local complete intersection.
A specific algorithm is also provided to construct the implicitization matrix.

Apparent Singularities of D-finite Systems

Shaoshi Chen
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

We generalize the notions of ordinary points and singularities from linear ordinary differential
equations to D-finite systems. Ordinary points and apparent singularities of a D-finite system
are characterized in terms of its formal power series solutions. We also show that apparent
singularities can be removed like in the univariate case by adding suitable additional solutions
to the system at hand. Several algorithms are presented for removing and detecting apparent
singularities. In addition, an algorithm is given for computing formal power series solutions of
a D-finite system at apparent singularities. This is a joint work with Manuel Kauers, Ziming Li
and Yi Zhang.

A Note on Finding Some Components of Positive Dimensional Ideals

Yufu Chen
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Eigenvalue method to solve zero points of zero-dimensional polynomial ideals are generalized
to positive dimensional ideals. We sketched the method to find those particular polynomials and
corresponding multiplication square matrices. The relations of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of these square matrices and solutions of the given polynomial system are discussed.

Transcendence Results for Automorphic Functions

James Freitag
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Automorphic functions for a Fuchsian group satisfy third-order, nonlinear differential equa-
tions. By understanding the nature of the solution sets of these equations, one can establish
various transcendence results for automorphic functions. Besides direct interest, these results
can be applied to problems of unlikely intersections in diophantine geometry. In this talk, we
will describe recent results on automorphic functions which brings together model theoretic and
algebraic techniques. This is joint work with Joel Nagloo and Guy Casale.

Efficient Fully Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

Shuhong Gao
Clemson University, USA

As cloud computing, internet of things (IoT) and blockchain technology become increasingly
prevalent, there is an urgent need to protect the privacy of massive volumes of sensitive data
collected or stored in distributed computer networks or cloud servers, as many of the networks
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or servers can be vulnerable to external and internal threats such as malicious hackers or curi-
ous insiders. The Holy-Grail of cryptography is to have practical fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE) schemes that allow any third party (including cloud servers, hackers, miners or insiders)
to perform searching or analytics of an arbitrary function on encrypted data without decryp-
tion, while no information on the original data is ever leaked. The breakthrough was made by
Gentry in 2009 who discovered the first FHE scheme, and since then many improvements have
been made on designing more efficient homomorphic encryption schemes. The main bottlenecks
are in bootstrapping speed and large cipher expansion factor (the size ratio of ciphertexts over
plaintexts): the current best FHE schemes can compute bootstrapping of one bit operation in a
fraction of a second and have a cipher expansion factor of 8,000. In this talk, we present compact
FHE schemes that achieve cipher expansion factor of 2.5 to 6 under secret key and 6.5 to 20 under
public key while the bootstrapping speed matches the current best FHE schemes. The talk is
based in part on the two papers:

1. Shuhong Gao, Efficient fully homomorphic encryption scheme, preprint 2018. https://

eprint.iacr.org/2018/637

2. Benjamin Case , Shuhong Gao , Gengran Hu, and Qiuxia Xu, Fully homomorphic encryption
with k-bit arithmetic operations, in preparation, 2019.

Quantum Algorithms for Optimization over Finite Fields and Applications in
Cryptanalysis

Xiao-Shan Gao
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

In this talk, we present quantum algorithms for two fundamental computation problems:
solving polynomial systems and optimization over finite fields. The quantum algorithms can
solve these problems with any given success probability and have complexities polynomial in the
size of the input and the condition number of certain matrixes derived from the problem. So, we
achieved exponential speedup for these problems when their condition numbers are small. We
apply the quantum algorithm to the cryptanalysis of the stream cipher Trivum, the block cipher
AES, the hash function SHA-3/Keccak, the multivariate public key cryptosystems, the lattice
based cipher NTRU, and show that they are secure under quantum algebraic attack only if the
condition numbers of the corresponding equation systems are large.

Sparse Matrices, Smith Forms and Eigenvalues

Mark Giesbrecht
University of Waterloo,Canada

Sparse linear algebra is an ever more essential tool in symbolic computation, to which a broad
collection of important problems can be reduced. We will survey some new algorithms and their
complexities for computing basic properties of sparse matrices over the integers, polynomials and
finite fields and observe some strange and useful connections between the spectral and lattice
structures of these matrices.

The Evolution and Design of Mathematics

David Hestenes
Arizona State University, USA

Mathematics has been described as the science of patterns. Natural science can be character-
ized as the investigation of patterns in nature. Central to both domains is the notion of model as
a unit of coherently structured knowledge. We discuss the evolution and design of mathematical
tools and models as basic structures in cognition as well as scientific knowledge. Specific examples
demonstrate the integration of geometry, algebra and computer programming.
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Multivariate Hermite Interpolation via Explicit Groebner Basis

Hoon Hong
North Carolina State University, USA

Multivariate Hermite interpolation problem asks to find a ”small” polynomial that has given
values of several partial derivatives at given points. It has numerous applications in science and
engineering. Thus, naturally, it has been intensively studied, resulting in various beautiful ideas
and techniques.

One approach is as follows.

1. Chooses a basis of the vector space of interpolating polynomials.

2. Translate the interpolating conditions into a system of linear equations.

3. Solve the system.

A fundamental challenge in this approach is to find a ”nice” basis so that the resulting system of
linear equations is ”easy” to solve.

In this talk, we will give a ”nice” basis in that

1. it is explicit,

2. the resulting linear system is block diagonal,

3. each block is triangular, and

4. the diagonal elements of each block are all one.

We found such a basis by first deriving an explicit Groebner basis of interpolation ideal and by
imitating the shape. This is a joint work with Jeaman Ahn.

Indefinite Sum of P -Recursive Sequences and Congruences

Qing-Hu Hou
Tianjin University, China

We consider congruences on the average of the first n terms of a P -recursive sequence {an}n≥0.
To this aim, we try to search for an indefinite sum of an of form

∑
j npj(n)an+j . Then the

congruences are derived from the congruences of
∑

j pj(n)an+j . With this method, we prove and
discover several congruences involving combinatorial sequences.

On Wu Classes and Its Applications to Mathematical Physics

Sen Hu
University of Science and Technology of China, China

Wu Wen-Tsün did fundamental works in constructing characteristic classes for vector bundles.
We will review his work and discuss several applications to mathematical physics, especially in
string theory and in topological insulators.
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Best Nonnegative Rank-One Approximations of Tensors

Shenglong Hu
Hangzhou Dianzi University, China

In this talk, we discuss the polynomial optimization problem of multi-forms over the inter-
section of the multi-spheres and the nonnegative orthants. This class of problems is NP-hard
in general, and includes the problem of finding the best nonnegative rank-one approximation of
a given tensor. A Positivstellensatz is given for this class of polynomial optimization problems,
based on which a globally convergent hierarchy of doubly nonnegative (DNN) relaxations is pro-
posed. A (zero-th order) DNN relaxation method is applied to solve these problems, resulting in
linear matrix optimization problems under both the positive semidefinite and nonnegative conic
constraints. A worst case approximation bound is given for this relaxation method. Then, the
recent solver SDPNAL+ is adopted to solve this class of matrix optimization problems. Typical-
ly, the DNN relaxations are tight, and hence the best nonnegative rank-one approximation of a
tensor can be revealed frequently. Numerical experiments is reported as well.

Weak Grain-like Structures

Yupeng Jiang
IIE, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

On the Complexity for Computing the Topology of an Algebraic Space Curve with
Singularities

Kai Jin
Central China Normal University, China

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to compute the topology of an algebraic space curve.
The novelty of this algorithm is that we take a brand new technique to achieve the Lifting step
which recovers the space points from plane points. Based on the state-of-art complexity results
and amortization analysis, we analyze the bit complexity of this algorithm, which is Õ(N16),
where N = max{d, τ}, d, τ are the degree bound and the bit size bound of the coefficients of
the defining polynomials of the algebraic space curve. To our knowledge, this is the best bound
among the existing work. It improves upon the best currently known results at least N4. It is a
joint work with Jin-San Cheng, Junyi Wen, Bingwei Zhang.

Interpolation and Model Fitting With Outlier Detection:
How Mathematics Mechanization/Symbolic Computation Impacts Signal

Processing/Learning

Erich Kaltofen
North Carolina State University and Duke University, USA

Algorithms that interpolate functions (= models) from observed data points originate from
ancient astronomers in China and elsewhere. C. F. Gauss located the astroid Ceres from three
prior observation points. Modern signal processing, such as the sparse Fourier transform, can
be performed by Prony’s Algorithm which fitted a sparse exponential sum during the French
revolution. In polynomial form, the sparse fit locates the errors in the 1959 BCH digital error
correcting code.

Univariate and multivariate sparse polynomial exact interpolation and approximate fitting
algorithms which tolerate possibly catastrophic errors are a major achievement based on work
over three decades by a significant number of researchers in symbolic computation. Our current
research is on error correction when the polynomial model is sparse in an orthogonal basis.
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We shall also speculate whether our methods can be deployed in supervised machine learning
to combat overfitting through sparsity and outlier detection.

Research team members: Cleveland Waddell, Zhi-Hong Yang

Groebner Bases: Universality, Parametricity and Orderings

Deepak Kapur
University of New Mexico, USA

The talk will integrate the concepts of a universal Groebner basis which serves as a Groebner
basis for all admissible term orderings, with parametric (more popularly called comprehensive)
Groebner basis which serves as a Groebner basis for all possible specializations of parameter-
s.Three different but related approaches will be presented. First one extends Kapur’s algorithm
for computing a parametric Groebner basis in which along with branching based on making the
head coefficient nonzero or not, branching on ordering constraints is also done in order first to
choose a term that could serve as the head term. The second one is based on the Kapur, Sun
and Wang’s algorithm for computing comprehensive Groebner basis and system but uses a re-
duced universal Groebner basis to generate a universal parametric Groebner basis. The third one
starts with a reduced Groebner basis using one arbitrary ordering and then generate a universal
comprehensive Groebner basis by incrementally changing the orderings along with partitioning
specializations. The result of these algorithm is a mega Groebner basis that works for every
admissible ordering as well as for any specialization of parameters.

Symbolic Summation on Rational Functions in Two and Three Variables

George Labahn
University of Waterloo, Canada

In recent years, symbolic summation has achieved rapid development. In particular, as one
of the most crucial tools, creative telescoping has seen various algorithmic generalizations and
improvements over the past two decades. In this talk, we will focus on some related work on
rational functions of two or three discrete variables. The talk consists mainly of two parts.

In the first part of the talk, we present an existence criterion for telescopers in the case of
trivariate rational functions. This is the starting work on existence problem beyond the bivariate
case. With termination guaranteed by the criterion, a new algorithm to construct minimal tele-
scopers is further described, continuing a series of articles in the past few years on the reduction-
based creative telescoping approach. This part is based on joint work with S. Chen, Q.-H. Hou,
H. Huang and R.-H.,Wang.

In the second part of the talk, we demonstrate a new algorithm on how to find minimal
telescopers for bivariate rational functions using a similar direct method used by Le in 2003
but without any need for field extensions. A complexity analysis, along with some experiments,
suggests that this algorithm has better theoretical and practical performance than the reduction-
based approach when restricted to bivariate rational functions. A subproblem requires a new
efficient method for the computation of the integer-linear decomposition of a multivariate poly-
nomial. This method directly improves the (practical) efficiency of discrete creative telescoping,
including the above two new algorithms. This part is based on joint work with M. Giesbrecht,
H. Huang and E. Zima.

Geometric View of Deep Learning

Na Lei
Dalian University of Technology, China

Generative Adversarial Net (GAN) is a powerful machine learning model, and becomes ex-
tremely successful recently. The generator and the discriminator in a GAN model competes each
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other and reaches the Nash equilibrium. GAN can generate samples automatically, therefore
reduce the requirements for large amount of training data. It can also model distributions from
data samples. In spite of its popularity, GAN model lacks theoretic foundation. In this talk, we
give a geometric interpretation to optimal mass transportation theory, explain the relation with
the Monge-Ampere equation, and apply the theory for the GAN model. In more detail, we will
discuss the following problems:

1. The real data satisfies the manifold distribution hypothesis: their distribution is close to
a low dimensional manifold in the high dimensional image space. Deep learning has two
major tasks: a). learning the manifold structure; b). probability measure transformation.
The second task can be explained and carried out using optimal transportation theory. This
makes half of the blackbox transparent.

2. In GANs, the generator G computes an optimal transportation map, which is equivalent
to the Brenier potential ; the discriminator D calculates the Wasserstein distance between
two probability distributions, which is equivalent to the Kontarovich potential. According
to Brenier theorem, the optimal Brenier and Kontarovich potentials are related by a closed
form. Therefore G and D should collaborate , not compete, with each other. This reduces
the complexities of the DNNs and greatly improves the computational efficiency.

3. According to the regularity theory of Monge-Ampere equation, the transportation maps
are not continuous. Deep neural networks can only represent continuous maps, this conflict
induces the mode collapses in GANs. In order to avoid the mode collapses, the DNN
should learn the Brenier potential, instead of the transportation maps directly. This gives
a rigorous way to avoid mode collapse.

Based on this theoretic interpretation, we propose an Autoencoder-Optimal Transportation map
(AE-OT) framework, which is partially transparent, and outperforms the state of the arts.

Hilbert 15th Problem and Ritt-Wu Method

Banghe Li
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Hilbert problem 15 requires to understand Schubert’s book. In this book, there are four
theorems in Section 23, about the relation of the tangent lines from a point and the singular
points of cubed curves with cusp near a 3-multiple straight line, which was obtained by the so
called main trunk numbers, while for these numbers, Schubert said that he obtained them by
experiences. So essentially Schubert even did not give any hint for the proof of these theorem.
By using the concept of generic point in the framework of Van der Waerden and Weil on algebraic
geometry, and Ritt-Wu method, we prove that these four theorems of Schubert are completely
right. In this talk, we will give the outline of the proof of the first theorem.

Curve and Surface Fitting Based on the Nonhomogeneous Linear Differential
System

Chong-Jun Li
Dalian University of Technology, China

In this talk, we introduce a new method to reconstruct curves and surfaces from discrete points,
which is based on the nonhomogeneous linear differential system. That is, a curve (or surface) can
be described by a vector-valued function X(t) = exp(At)X0(t) (or X(s, t) = exp(At)X0(s, t)),
which can be viewed as a solution of the ordinary (or partial) linear differential system X ′(t) =
AX(t) + f(t) (or X ′t(s, t) = AX(s, t) + f(s, t)). Further, we propose two algorithms to fit the
given discrete data points by the solution curve (or surface) of the ordinary (or partial) linear
differential system with nonhomogeneous term. Numerical examples illustrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithms.
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Spin Decompositions of 3-Dimensional Projective Transformations

Hongbo Li
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Screw algebra, also known as double vector algebra, is an algebra of screws and twists (in-
finitesimal rigid-body motions), whose dual is an algebra of screws and wrenches (infinitesimal
forces and torques). This algebra is a basic tool in mechanical analysis. Geometrically, as the
screws are represented by the Pluecker coordinates of affine lines and lines at infinity, screw al-
gebra is an algebra of projective lines in space, where the inner product between two lines is
preserved by orientation-preserving projective transformations. Hence a geometric algebra can
be developed out of screw algebra for 3-dimensional projective geometry.

In this talk, we introduce our recent work on constructing symplectic pin group to cover
the group of 3-dimensional projective transformations and dualities, and computing minimal
spin generators for all kinds of orientation-preserving 3-dimensional projective transformations.
Geometrically, a spin generator corresponds to a composition of projective conjugates each being
with respect to a pair of non-incident projective lines.

S-Splines: A Simple Surface Solution for IGA and CAD

Xin Li
University of Science and Technology of China, China

This talk introduces S-spline curves and surfaces. Local refinement of S-spline surfaces is much
simpler to understand and to implement than T-spline refinement. Furthermore, no unwanted
control points arise in S-spline refinement, unlike T-spline refinement. The refinement algorithm
assures linear independence of blending functions. Thus, for isogeometric analysis, S-spline sur-
faces provide optimal degrees of freedom during adaptive local re nement. S-splines are compatible
with NURBS and T-splines, and can easily be added to existing T-spline implementations.

An Additive Decomposition for Logarithmic Functions

Ziming Li
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Let K be a finite tower of logarithmic extensions over C(x). We construct a ”sparse” tower
E of logarithmic extensions containing K, and present an additive decomposition in E. This is
a generalization of the results in Section 5 of the paper Additive Decompositions in Primitive
Extensions by H. Du, S. Chen and Z. Li in Proc. of ISSAC 2018.

Given f ∈ K, the additive decomposition computes g, r ∈ E such that

f = g′ + r,

with the following two properties: (i) r is minimal in some technical sense; (ii) f has an integral
in E if and only if r = 0. Furthermore, f has an elementary integral over K if and only if r is
the C-linear combination of some logarithmic derivatives in E. Consequently, we can determine
elementary integrability of logarithmic functions without solving any Risch’s equation.

This work is joint with Hao Du and Jing Guo.
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On Cobordism of Maps of Locally Orientable Witt Spaces

Alice K.M. Libardi
IGCE-UNESP, Brazil

R. Thom [18] was one of the first to define cobordism of smooth manifolds and he determined
the non-oriented cobordism algebra. Many authors worked on the subject, in particular R. E.
Stong in his famous book [15] and in many papers. Let us quote also M. F. Atiyah [1] and P. E.
Conner and E. E. Floyd [4].

Stong in [14] introduced and studied a notion of cobordism for maps f : X → Y of closed
smooth manifolds. He defined Stiefel-Whitney numbers for such a map and presented a formula
using cohomology groups with Z2 coefficients and proved that two maps are cobordant if and
only if they have the same characteristic numbers. These results concern smooth manifolds and
use classical homology theories.

The natural question arises: What can we say in the case of singular varieties? Among various
works in this direction, we will quote those of G. Friedman [5], M. Goresky and W. Pardon [10],
P. Siegel [13], D. Sullivan [16] and A. Szücs [17].

In [10, Introduction] Goresky and Pardon discussed four classes of singular spaces for which
they constructed characteristic classes such that the respective characteristic numbers determine
the cobordism groups: orientable s̄-duality spaces, orientable locally square-free spaces, locally
orientable Witt spaces, locally orientable spaces. They mention also other cobordism theories.
Siegel in [13] described the class of Q-Witt spaces and computed the cobordism groups of such
spaces, showing that in non trivial cases they are equal to the Witt group. Pardon [12] computed
the cobordism groups of the /Poincaré duality spaces0defined by Goresky and Siegel in [11].
Friedman in [5] followed Siegel by computing the bordism groups of oriented K-Witt spaces for
any coefficient field K as well as identifying the resulting generalized homology theories.

Characteristic classes of smooth manifolds are defined in usual cohomology groups on which
there is a multiplicative structure given by the cup-product. On the other hand, characteristic
classes of singular varieties do not exist in cohomology, they lie in homology where there is no
product structure. In order to recover a product and define characteristic numbers, one has to
consider intersection homology. In general, characteristic classes cannot be lifted to intersection
homology and maps f : X → Y do not provide homomorphism of intersection homology (see
[2]). Fortunately the characteristic classes we consider lie in intersection homology and there are
classes of maps, such as normally nonsingular maps or placid maps which provide well-defined
homomorphisms in intersection homology. But, unlike homology theories, intersection homology
is not homotopy invariant and does not, in general, satisfy the universal coefficient theorem. In
this case, as we see in [5], the Witt spaces provide an important class of examples defined by a
relatively tractable condition concerning intersection homology.

The aim of this talk is to present some remarks on cobordism of normally non-singular maps
between compact locally orientable Witt spaces. By using the Wu classes defined by Goresky and
Pardon, we give a definition of Stiefel-Whitney numbers in this situation. Following Stong.s
construction, we construct a map in the respective intersection homology groups and we show
that null-cobordism implies the vanishing of these Stiefel-Whitney numbers.

In this context, first we show that: If a map f : X → Y where Y is a closed smooth manifold, is
null-cobordant then the Stiefel-Whitney numbers, defined using the Wu classes given by Goresky
and Pardon in [10], are zero.

Then we consider the case when Y is not smooth, but the map is normally nonsingular (or
placid) map. While these conditions are rather restrictive, they are natural for the considered
problem. We show that: If a normally nonsingular (or placid) map f : X → Y is null-cobordant
then the Stiefel-Whitney numbers are zero.

We remark that none of these results implies the other one, since the corresponding charac-
teristic numbers are different.

Consequently if two maps are cobordant under our hypothesis, then we have coincidence of
the corresponding characteristic numbers.
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n-D Polynomial Matrix Equivalence

Jinwang Liu
Hunan University of Science and Technology, China

For 1-D polynomial matrix A, A may reduce to its Smith form, and if A ∼ diag(1, B1) ∼
diag(1, 1, B2), it is known that B1 ∼ diag(1, B3), where B1, B2, B3 are 1-D polynomial matrices.
For some n-D polynomial matrix A, we show that A may not reduce to its Smith form, and
A ∼ diag(1, B1) ∼ diag(1, 1, B2), but B1 ∼ diag(1, B3) is not established, where B1, B2, B3 are n-
D polynomial matrices. Let D = k[x1, x2, · · · , xn] and T ∈ Dq×p, p > q with full row rank, using
polynomial module theory, we give a new sufficiency and necessity condition that T is equivalent
to S = diag(1, · · · , 1, B), where B = diag(Φq, 0, · · · , 0),Φq ∈ D is the gcd of the q × q minors T .

Path Planning for Fabricating Frame Shapes with Six-Axis Robotic Arm

Ligang Liu
University of Science and Technology of China, China

Frame shapes, which are made of struts, have been widely used in many fields, such as art,
sculpture, architecture and geometric modeling, etc. An interest in robotic fabrication of frame
shapes via spatial thermoplastic extrusion has been increasingly growing in recent years. In
this paper, we present a novel algorithm to generate a feasible fabrication sequence for general
frame shapes. To solve this non-trivial combinatorial problem, we develop a divide-and-conquer
strategy that first decomposes the input frame shape into stable layers via a constrained sparse
optimization model. Then we search a feasible sequence for each layer via a local optimization
method together with a backtracking strategy. The generated sequence guarantees that the
already-printed part is in a stable equilibrium state at all stages of fabrication, and that the
3D printing extrusion head does not collide with the printed part during the fabrication. Our
algorithm has been validated by a built prototype robotic fabrication system made by a 6-axis
KUKA robotic arm with a customized extrusion head. Experimental results demonstrate the
feasibility and applicability of our algorithm.

On a New q-Partial Differential Equation

Zhiguo Liu
East China Normal University, China

A q-partial derivative of a function of several variables is its q-derivative with respect to one
of these variables, regarding other variables as constants. A q-partial differential equation is an
equation containing unknown multivariable functions and their q-partial derivatives, which is a
q-extension of the ordinary partial differential equation. The q-partial differential equations is a
new research topic. Several types of q-partial differential equations have been studied in recent
years. In this talk, I will intoduce a new q-partial differential equations.

Efficient Algorithms for Computing Parametric GCD

Dong Lu
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Two new efficient algorithms for computing greatest common divisors (GCDs) of parametric
multivariate polynomials are presented. The key idea of the first algorithm is that the GCD of
two non-parametric multivariate polynomials can be obtained by dividing their product by the
generator of the intersection of two principal ideals generated by the polynomials. The second
algorithm is based on another simple insight that the GCD can be extracted using the generator
of the ideal quotient of a polynomial with respect to the second polynomial. To avoid introducing
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new variables which can adversely affect the efficiency, minimal Groebner bases computations
are performed on modules. Both of these constructions generalize to the parametric case. For
the case of more than two parametric polynomials, we can use the above two algorithms to
compute GCDs recursively, and get an extended algorithm by generalizing the idea of the second
algorithm. Algorithms do not suffer from having to apply expensive steps such as ensuring whether
parametric polynomials are primitive w.r.t. the main variable as used in both the algorithms
proposed by Nagasaka (ISSAC, 2017). The resulting algorithms are not only conceptually simple
to understand but are more efficient in practice.

Computer Aided Analysis for the Dynamical Behavior of Lotka-Volterra Systems

Zhenyi Lu
Sichuan Normal University, China

In this talk , several types of Lotka-Volterra systems are considered: (1) Several (classical)
sufficient and necessary conditions for the stability of the interaction matrix of the system are
shown; (2) Real root isolation algorithm and its application to constructing limit cycles are men-
tioned; (3) Common zeros of a special algebraic curves and an non-algebraic curve are determined
and applied to a prey-predator system; (4) Positive definiteness of a class of polynomial systems
are proved and applied to a kind of monotone systems; (5) Modified tree isomorphism algorithm
is proposed and the complete algorithmic classification for n-species stably dissipative system is
given.

Wu Chern-Simons Theories

Samuel Monnier
University of Geneva, Switzerland

After recalling the notions of Wu class and Wu structure, I explain how they enter in the
construction of certain topological field theories closely related to abelian Chern-Simons theories,
the Wu Chern-Simons theories.These theories are useful in the description of anomalies in string
theory.

Chordal Graphs in Triangular Decomposition in Top-Down Style

Chenqi Mou
Beihang University, China

In this talk, we first show that when the associated graph of a polynomial set is chordal,
a particular triangular set computed by a general algorithm in top-down style for computing
the triangular decomposition of this polynomial set has an associated graph as a subgraph of
this chordal graph. Then for a few specific algorithms for triangular decomposition and regular
decomposition in top-down style, we show that all the polynomial sets appearing in the decom-
position process with any of these algorithms have associated graphs as subgraphs of this chordal
graph. These theoretical results can be viewed as non-trivial polynomial generalization of exist-
ing ones for sparse Gaussian elimination, inspired by which we further propose an algorithm for
sparse triangular decomposition in top-down style by making use of the chordal structure of the
polynomial set. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, when the polynomial set is chordal
and sparse with respect to the variables, is demonstrated by preliminary experimental results.

This talk is based on the joint work with Yang Bai and Jiahua Lai.
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Some New Results in Distance Geometry

Peter J. Olver
University of Minnesota, USA

In the first part of the talk, I will prove two recent conjectures concerning a matrix that arises
in the classical and quantum n body problem. First, whenever the masses are in a nonsingular
configuration, the n body matrix is positive definite, and hence defines a Riemannian metric
on the Euclidean distance cone. Second, its determinant can be factored into the product of
the order n Cayley-Menger determinant and a mass-dependent factor that is of one sign on all
nonsingular mass configurations. Characterizing the latter factor and understanding the geometry
of the underlying Riemannian structure on the cone defined by Euclidean distances of point
configurations remain open problems.

In the second part, motivated by applications of distance geometry and invariant theory to
computational chemistry and inspired by the method of equivariant moving frames, I will present
a new, elementary algorithm for constructing complete, minimal sets of generating invariants
for finite or, more generally, discrete group actions. The resulting fundamental invariants are
piecewise analytic and endowed with a rewrite rule that enables one to immediately express any
other invariant (polynomial, rational, smooth, analytic, etc.) as a function thereof.

Elimination of Unknowns in Systems of Algebraic Differential Equations and
Parameter Identifiability

Alexey Ovchinnikov
City University of New York, USA

For a system of equations in two sets of unknowns, x’s and y’s, to eliminate the x-variables is
to find, if it exists, an equation involving only the y-variables that holds for every solution of the
system. We will discuss elimination of unknowns in systems of algebraic differential equations.
We will show how our approach, based on uniform upper bounds for numbers of differentiations,
allows for randomized computation to significantly increase the efficiency and tackle problems that
could not be tackled before. We will also discuss cases in which our upper bound is asymptotically
tight. As an application of differential elimination, we will discuss our algorithm for the parameter
identifiability problem for ODE models.

This is joint work with Hoon Hong, Gleb Pogudin, Thieu Vo, and Chee Yap.

Mechanical Modular Function Problem-Solving

Peter Paule
RISC, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

The talk reports on recent progress concerning the mechanization and algorithmization of
mathematical tools related to modular functions. Examples are a proof of the Weierstrass gap
theorem without using the Riemann-Roch formula, or a new algorithmic framework for proving
Ramanujan’s celebrated congruences for partition numbers. Most of the results presented arose
in joint work with Silviu Radu (RISC).

On the Computation of Volumes of Semi-algebraic Sets

Mohab Safey El Din
Laboratoire d’Informatique de Paris 6, France

Let S ⊂ Rn be a compact basic semi-algebraic set defined as the real solution set of multivariate
polynomial inequalities with rational coefficients. We present an algorithm which takes as input
a polynomial system defining S and an integer p ≥ 0 and returns the n-dimensional volume of S
at absolute precision 2−p.
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Our algorithm relies on the relationship between volumes of semi-algebraic sets and periods
of rational integral. It makes use of algorithms computing the Picard-Fuchs differential equation
of appropriate periods, properties of critical points, and high-precision numerical integration of
differential equations.

The algorithm runs in essentially linear time w.r.t. p. This improves upon the previous
exponential bounds obtained by Monte-Carlo or moment-based methods. The arithmetic cost
of the algebraic subroutines for computing Picard-Fuchs equations and critical points is singly
exponential in n and polynomial in the maximum degree of the input.

Joint work with Pierre Lairez and Marc Mezzarobba.

The Wu Classes of Singular Varieties

Marcelo J. Saia
ICMC-USP, Brazil

Characteristic classes of smooth manifolds are defined in usual cohomology groups on which
there is a multiplicative structure given by the cup-product. On the other hand, characteristic
classes of singular varieties do not exist in cohomology, they lie in homology where there is no
product structure.

In order to recover a product and define characteristic numbers, one has to consider intersec-
tion homology. In general, characteristic classes cannot be lifted to intersection homology and
maps f : X → Y do not provide homomorphism of intersection homology. Fortunately there
are char- acteristic classes that lie in intersection homology and there are classes of maps, such
as normally nonsingular maps or placid maps which provide well-defined homomorphisms in in-
tersection ho- mology. But, unlike homology theories, intersection homology is not homotopy
invariant and does not, in general, satisfy the universal coefficient theorem. In this case, the
Witt spaces provide an important class of examples defined by a relatively tractable condition
concerning intersection homology.

Our aim in this talk is to show the that for a locally orientable Witt space, the Wu classes can
be defined as middle intersection homology classes and in this context there exists a multiplica-
tive structure which allows us to to construct the corresponding Stieffel-Whitney characteristic
numbers.

Twisted Differential (Higher) Wu Structures and Applications

Hisham Sati
New York University, USA

Wu structures on a space arise from requiring certain Wu classes to vanish. I will present
variants of Wu structures, including twisted versions and generalizations in the higher categorical
sense. Then I provide motivations from string theory and M-theory for differential refinements
of such structures.

Certified Curve Fitting and Trajectory Planning for CNC Machining with B-splines

Li-Yong Shen
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

In CNC machining, the tool path following G01 codes generally introduces large computations
and inherent discontinuities. A common way to avoid these shortcomings is fitting the G01
polyline with a parametric curve and then scheduling the feedrate along the fitted curve. However,
curve fitting with confined error is nontrivial since the Hausdorff distance between a planar/space
G01 segment and a rational parametric curve segment is difficult to formulate. In this paper,
we derive the explicit expression for the Hausdorff distance between a line segment and a curve
segment, and then propose a curve fitting algorithm for G01 polylines.Instead of the traditional
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two-stage model,we present a combined trajectory planning model with error constraints as well
as dynamic constraints. Moreover, an effective and efficient algorithm is designed to solve this
model. Experimental results are provided to illustrate and clarify our methods.

SVD and Hyperbolic SVD for Obtaining Solutions of SU(2) Yang-Mills Equations

Dmitry Shirokov
National Research University-Higher School of Economics, Russia

We use the singular value decomposion (SVD) method and the method of two-sheeted covering
of orthogonal group by spin group to present all constant solutions of the Yang-Mills equations
with SU(2) gauge symmetry for an arbitrary constant non-Abelian current in arbitrary Euclidean
space. Using hyperbolic singular value decomposition, we solve the same problem in arbitrary
pseudo-Euclidean space. Nonconstant solutions of the Yang-Mills equations can be considered in
the form of series of perturbation theory.

Preimage Attacks on Round-reduced Keccak

Yao Sun
IIE, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

The Keccak sponge function family became a candidate for the SHA-3 competition in 2008.
It won this competition in 2012, and the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) standardized Keccak as Secure Hash Algorithm-3 (SHA-3) in 2015. In this talk, we first
introduce a new structure, called “cross-linear structure”, to break the 3-round Keccak challenge
instance Keccak [r = 240, c = 160, nr = 3]. Then we extend this method and present multi-block
attacks on 3/4-round Keccak-224/256, and we will also provide a practical attack on 3-round
Keccak-224, which needs to solve about 239.39 linear systems.

Problems and Results on Permutations

Zhi-Wei Sun
Nanjing University, China

In this talk we will introduce some new problems and results on permutations. If p = 2n+1 is
an odd prime, then the list 12, . . . , n2 is a permutation of all the n quadratic residues a1 < . . . < an
among 1, · · · , p − 1, and we determine its sign in the case p ≡ 3 (mod 4). For any positive
integer n, we show that there is a unique permutation π of {1, . . . , n} such that all the numbers
k+π(k) (k = 1, . . . , n) are powers of two. The speaker conjectured that if a group G contains no
element of order among 2, . . . , n+ 1 then any A ⊆ G with |A| = n can be written as {a1, . . . , an}
with a1, a

2
2, . . . , a

n
n pairwise distinct; when G is a torsion-free abelian group we confirm this via

Alon’s Combinatorial Nullstellensatz.

Applications of Wu’s Method in Symmetry Problems of PDEs

Chaolu Temuer
Shanghai Maritime University, China

We give a review on applications of Wu’s method (characteristic set algorithms) in PDE
symmetry calculation, classification, decision and Lie algebra construction done in recent years
by the author.

A key step of solving these problems is to analyze and solve so called the system of determining
equations. The essential idea of our research for the purposes is the following: At first we turn
these problems equivalently into ones of dealing with the zero point set of differential polynomial
system (d.p.s). Then we apply Wu’s method (the characteristic set theory and algorithm) to the
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transferred problems. Finally, we can get alternative ways to discuss these problems from the
point view of differential algebra and get mechanical algorithms for solving these problems. Some
examples are shown.

The main results are presented in the following references.
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Algorithmic Elimination Theory and Triangular Decomposition for Polynomial
Systems

Dongming Wang
Beihang University, China and CNRS, France

Systems of polynomial equations and inequations occur in almost all domains of science and
engineering. The study of such systems, as well as mathematical objects they define, has been a
fundamental part of research and development in algebra and geometry from classical theories to
modern methods. In this talk I will focus my presentation on an algorithmic approach for vari-
able elimination and triangular decomposition of multivariate polynomial systems. Along with
a review of some well-known algorithms, I will explain how to decompose an arbitrary polyno-
mial system into finitely many (characteristic, regular, simple, normal, or irreducible) triangular
systems, with associated zero, variety, and ideal decompositions, and discuss properties about
triangular systems and triangular decompositions of various kinds. Inherent connections between
lexicographical Groebner bases and Ritt characteristic sets of polynomial ideals (rather than Wu
characteristic sets of polynomial sets) will be revealed to show how an arbitrary polynomial set
can be decomposed naturally into characteristic pairs via Groebner bases computation. The talk
will conclude with a few examples illustrating the application of algorithmic elimination theory
and triangular decomposition.
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On the IRGA Conjecture

Jie Wang
Peking University, China

It has been conjectured that the inverse of the relative gain array (RGA) of a d-dimensional
positive-definite matrix is nonnegative for d <= 6. In this talk we prove the conjecture for d <= 4
using a numerical-symbolic method based on sparse SOS decompositions.

Polynomials in Cryptography

Mingsheng Wang
IIE, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

From views of crypto applications, we list some problems on related polynomials.

A Special Homotopy Continuation Method For A Class of Polynomial Systems

Yu Wang
Peking University, China

A special homotopy continuation method, as a combination of the polyhedral homotopy and
the linear product homotopy, is proposed for computing all the isolated solutions to a special
class of polynomial systems. The root number bound of this method is between the total degree
bound and the mixed volume bound and can be easily computed. The new algorithm has been
implemented as a program called LPH using C++. Our experiments show its effciency compared
to the polyhedral or other homotopies on such systems. As an application, the algorithm can be
used to find witness points on each connected component of a real variety.

Feature Extraction from Legendre-Sobolev Approximations of Handwritten
Characters

Stephen Watt
University of Waterloo, Canada

Representing characters as parametric approximating polynomial curves in a Legendre-Sobolev
basis has proven to be useful in handwriting recognition, especially in the setting where there are
a few hundred distinct symbols but only few training samples. Certain features of characters can
be characterized as critical points on these curves. To identify these features, we have established
methods to compute derivatives, roots, and gcd of polynomials in Legendre-Sobolev bases.

Certified Numerical Real Root Isolation for Bivariate Polynomial Systems

Junyi Wen
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

In this paper, we present a new method for isolating real roots of a bivariate polynomial
system. Our method is a subdivision method which is based on real root isolation of univariate
polynomials and analyzing the local geometrical properties of the given system. We propose the
concept of the orthogonal monotone system in a box and use it to determine the uniqueness and
the existence of a simple real zero of the system in the box. We implement our method to isolate
the real zeros of a given bivariate polynomial system. The experiments show the effectivity and
efficiency of our method, especially for systems with high degrees and sparse terms. Our method
also works for non-polynomial systems. It is a joint work with Jin-San Cheng.
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The Algebro-Geometric Method for Solving Algebraic Differential Equations

Franz Winkler
RISC, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

We present the algebro-geometric method for computing explicit formula solutions for alge-
braic differential equations (ADEs). An algebraic differential equation is a polynomial relation
between a function, some of its partial derivatives, and the variables in which the function is
defined. Regarding all these quantities as unrelated variables, the polynomial relation leads to
an algebraic relation defining a hypersurface on which the solution is to be found. A solution in
a certain class of functions, such as rational or algebraic functions, determines a parametrization
of the hypersurface in this class. So in the algebro-geometric method we first decide whether a
given ADE can be parametrized with functions from a given class; and in the second step we try
to transform a parametrization into one respecting also the differential conditions. This approach
is relatively well understood for rational and algebraic solutions of single algebraic ordinary dif-
ferential equations (AODEs). First steps are taken in a generalization to systems and to partial
differential equations.

Error Estimation for Linear ODE and its Applications

Wenyuan Wu
CIGIT, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Linear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) plays an important role in many application-
s. There are various numerical methods and solvers to obtain approximate solutions typically
represented by points. However, few work about estimation of global error can be found in the
literatures. In this talk, we first use Hermite cubic spline interpolation at mesh points to represent
the solution, then we define the residual obtained by substituting the interpolation solution back
to ODEs. Then the global error between the exact solution and an approximate solution can
be bounded by using the residual. Moreover, solving ODEs can be reduced to an optimization
problem of residual in certain solution space which can be solved by conjugate gradient method
with taking advantages of sparsity of the corresponding matrix. The examples from application
areas show that our estimation works well for linear ODEs’ models and the refinement can find
solutions with smaller global errors than some popular methods in Matlab without additional
mesh points.

Mechanical Algorithms of Painlevé Integrable Classification for Generalized
Nonlinear Evolution Equations

Guiqiong Xu
Shanghai University, China

Painlevé analysis is a widely applied and quite successful technique to test the integrability
of nonlinear evolution equations. A majority of nonlinear physical models involve multiple coef-
ficient parameters, which usually fail the integrability test without any parametric constraint. In
this talk, we give two mechanical algorithms of Painlevé integrable classification for generalized
nonlinear evolution equations. Based on the proposed algorithm, a Maple package is presented.
We focus on the higher-order, higher dimensional water wave models and nonlinear Schrodinger
equations with general forms and obtain a number of new integrable models. In addition, other
integrable properties and abundant exact solutions will be provided for the obtained models.
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Mechanization of Mathematics: Growth of an Idea

Chee Yap
New York University, USA

Mechanization of Mathematics is an idea that appeared right at the origins of mathematical
thought, over two millennia ago. But until the appearance of modern computing, we only get
intimations of this idea. Even today, the idea continues to grow in rigor, in coverage, and in
application. Nevertheless, the last frontier in continuous computation is not so easily conquered.
We illustrate this growing understanding by a historical survey, from the ancient Greeks to the
present day.

A Novel Condition for Multiplicity Structure of Univariate Polynomials

Jing Yang
Guangxi University for Nationalities, China

Consider the problem of finding a condition for a univariate polynomial having a given multi-
plicity structure. It is well known that such conditions can be written as conjunctions of several
polynomial equations and one inequation in the coefficients. Furthermore, it can be found by
repeated parametric gcd’s. This approach was partly used by Gonzalez-Vega and Yang in 1990s
for tackling a more general problem of additionally distinguishing real/non-real roots.

In this talk, we give a novel condition over complex roots. It is novel in the sense that it is
not based on repeated gcd’s. Consequently, the new condition has the following properties:

1. it involves fewer equations, significantly fewer for higher multiplicities and

2. the polynomial in the inequation is a “sum” of Sylvester-like determinants, instead of a
“nested” determinant (determinant of determinants, and so on).

It is a joint work with Hoon Hong.

Eulerian Polynomials and Interlacing Sequences

Arthur L.B. Yang
Nankai University, China

It is well known that the classical Eulerian polynomials have only real zeros. These polynomials
are not only of interest in combinatorics, but also of significance in geometry. There are many
interesting generalizations of Eulerian polynomials. In this talk we will report recent progress on
the real-rootedness of various Eulerian polynomials, including the type D Eulerian polynomials,
the affine type D Eulerian polynomials, and the binomial Eulerian polynomials. Our approach
will follow Branden’s characterization of matrices preserving interlacing properties of nonnegative
polynomial sequences.

Topology Maintained Structure Encoding

Zhouwang Yang
University of Science and Technology of China, China

Deep learning has been used as a powerful tool for various tasks in computer vision, such as
image segmentation, object recognition and data generation. A key part of end-to-end training is
designing the appropriate encoder to extract specific features from the input data. However, few
encoders maintain the topological properties of data, such as connection structures and global
contours. In this talk, we introduce a Voronoi Diagram encoder based on convex set distance
(CSVD) and apply it in edge encoding. The boundaries of Voronoi cells is related to detected edges
of structures and contours. The CSVD model improves contour extraction in CNN and structure
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generation in GAN. We also show the experimental results and demonstrate that the proposed
learning model has great potentiality in different visual problems where topology information
should be involved.

How to Compare Objects of Different Dimensions?

Ke Ye
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

In data sicence, it is natural and convenient to model problems on manifolds. For example,
to compare two subspace-type data sets, we regard them as points on Grassmann manifolds
and compute the geodesic distance between the two points. However, this idea is based on the
assumption that all data sets are of the same size, which is obviously not necessarily true in real
applications. In this talk, we will dicuss how to deal with data sets of different sizes. We frist
review classical ways to compute the distance between equi-dimensional objects. Then we present
a geometric method to compute the “distance” (We will explain this distance in the talk) between
two linear subspaces and positive definite matrices of different dimensions, respectively. At the
end, we will interpret our method from both the geometry and optimization point of view. In
each case, our method also provides an efficient formula to compute this “distance”. This talk is
based on joint works of L. H. Lim and R. Sepulchre.

TBA

Bo Yu
Dalian University of Technology, China

Open and Intelligent CNC System and its Application

Dong Yu
SICT, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

In order to meet the requirements of intelligent manufacturing, this talk presents a multi-
dimensional framework of open and intelligent NC system based on the new generation of infor-
mation technology. Then the reconfigurable CNC system platform, the process chain integration
systems based on information terminals and the product life cycle management systems based
on industrial big data are established. Finally, the Lantian CNC system has been developed and
verified in the field of aviation manufacturing according to the multi-dimensional framework.

Algebraic Properties of q-Difference Operators and q-Summable Functions

Changgui Zhang
Universite de Lille 1, France

One calls q-difference operator any expression of the form a0 + a1σq + ... + anσ
n
q , where q is

some given constant different from zero and one, a0, ..., an are known functions and where σq
denotes the q-shift operator defined by the relation σqf(x) = f(qx). Such operators, appearing
often in combinatorics or number theory, may be viewed as q-analog of ordinary differential
operators. In our talk, q > 1 and we will consider the q-difference operators whose coefficients are
polynomials or analytic functions at zero in the complex plane. We will see how to write everyone
of such operators as a product of a finite number of first order operators in some appropriate
analytic setting. This factorization permits to define a q-summation procedure for solving the
corresponding q-difference equation while zero becomes a non-Fuchsian singular point.
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Self-evident Automated Proving Based on Point Geometry from the Perspective of
Wu’s Method Identity

Jingzhong Zhang
Guangzhou University, China

The algebraic methods represented by Wu’s method have made significant breakthroughs
in the field of geometric theorem proving. Algebraic proofs usually involve large amounts of
calculations, thus making it difficult to understand intuitively. However, if we look at Wu’s
method from the perspective of identity, Wu’s method can be understood easily and can be used
to generate new geometric propositions. To make geometric reasoning simpler, more expressive,
and richer in geometric meaning, we establish a geometric algebraic system (point geometry
built on nearly 20 basic properties/formulas about operations on points) while maintaining the
advantages of the coordinate method, vector method, and particle geometry method and avoiding
their disadvantages. Geometric relations in the propositions and conclusions of a geometric
problem are expressed as identical equations of vector polynomials according to point geometry.
Thereafter, a proof method that maintains the essence of Wu’s method is introduced to find the
relationships between these equations. A test on more than 400 geometry statements shows that
the proposed proof method, which is based on identical equations of vector polynomials, is simple
and effective. Furthermore, when solving the original problem, this proof method can also help
us recognize the relationship between the propositions of the problem and help us generate new
geometric propositions.

SDP Relaxation Methods for Detecting P/P0-Tensor

Xinzhen Zhang
Tianjin University, China

P0-tensor and P -tensor are introduced in tensor complementarity problem, which have wide
applications in many fields such as game theory, tensor complementarity problem. The problem
of testing whether a given tensor is a P (P0)-tensor is NP-hardness. In this talk, SDP-relaxation
methods are established for detecting P (P0)-tensor. To this end, detecting problems are refor-
mulated as polynomial optimization problems. Based on these reformulation, SDP relaxation
algorithms are proposed to check P -tensor and P0-tensor, respectively. Numerical examples are
reported to show the efficiency of the proposed algorithms.

Generalized Inverses of Ore Matrices and Applications

Yang Zhang
University of Manitoba, Canada

In this talk, we present some algorithms for computing various generalized inverses of Ore
matrices including Moore-Penrose inverse and Drazin inverse. As applications, we use these
generalized inverses to solve some types of Ore matrix equations.

New Bounds and Efficient Algorithm for Sparse Difference Resultants

Zhi-Yong Zhang
Minzu University of China, China

Let P = {P0,P1, . . . ,Pn} be a generic Laurent transformally essential system and

PT = {P0,P1, . . . ,Pm} (m ≤ n)

be its super essential system. We show that the sparse difference resultant of a simplified system
of PT by setting the selected n−m variables to one is the same to the one of P. Moreover, new
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order bounds of sparse difference resultant are obtained. Then we propose an efficient algorithm
to compute sparse difference resultant which is the quotient of two determinants whose elements
are the coefficients of the polynomials in the strong essential system. The complexity of the
algorithm is analyzed and experimental results show the efficiency of the algorithm.

Isolating Singular Zeros of Polynomial Systems

Lihong Zhi
AMSS, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

Given a polynomial system f with a zero x whose Jacobian matrix at x is singular, we show
how to compute the lower bound on the minimal distance between x and other zeros of f . If x is
only given with limited accuracy, we give a numerical criterion for isolating a cluster of zeros of
f near x. This is joint work with Zhiwei Hao, Wenrong Jiang, Kisun Lee and Nan Li.

Positivity Problems and Results from Combinatorial Sequences

Baoxuan Zhu
Jiangsu Normal University, China

Positivity (for example, log-concavity, log-convexity, q-log-convexity, Stieltjes moment prop-
erty and total positivity) related to sequences arises often in combinatorics, algebra, geometry,
analysis, probability and statistics and has been extensively investigated. In this talk, I will
report some recent development in combinatorics.

Curve and Surface Construction Based on the Generalized Toric-Bernstein Basis
Functions

Chungang Zhu
Dalian University of Technology, China

The construction of parametric curve and surface plays important role in Computer Aided
Geometric Design (CAGD). In this talk, we define the generalized toric-Bernstein (GT-Bernstein)
basis functions associated with a real points set. Then the generalized toric-Bezier (GT-Bezier)
curves and surfaces are constructed based on the GT-Bernstein basis functions, which are the
generalizations of the classical rational Bezier curves and surfaces, and toric surface patches. We
also study the properties of the presented curve and surface. This is joint work with Jinggai Li.

Possible Computer Proofs for Two Famous Geometry Conjectures

Chuanming Zong
Tianjin University, China

In 1933, Borsuk proposed the following conjecture: In n-dimensional Euclidean space, every
bounded compact set can be divided into n+1 subsets of strictly smaller diameters. In 1957, Had-
wiger proposed another conjecture: In n-dimensional Euclidean space, every bounded compact
convex set can be covered by 2n translates of its interior.

These two conjectres have been studied by many well-known mathematicians. However, they
are still far away from solved. Recent years, we have reduced them into finite number of cases and
proposed computer proofs for them. This program has not succeeded yet since the case numbers
are too big, however it has attracted the attention of several leading experts around the world.

In this talk, we will introduce the induction and the possible computer approaches.
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